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The Greco-Persian War (499-479 BCE) 

Until 490 BCE most Greek poli had fought only small, local 

battles against their neighbors. But at this time, they were suddenly 

threatened by the vast Persian Empire, one of the largest empires at 

the time. It extended from Egypt to the borderlands of India, and 

from the Persian Gulf to the Black Sea, an area of over two million 

square miles. 

Our story about the very dramatic and glorious period of Greek 

history comes from Herodotus, who is considered to have been the 

first historian (484-425 BCE). He is the first western writer to use the 

word historia (inquiry). Remember, however, as our story unfolds, 

that in spite of his attempts to chronicle Greek history accurately, 

that he is our only source for this period and many historians today 

believe that he often exaggerated the disadvantages of the Greeks in 

the battles which he describes. In addition, he believed that the gods 

had a strong role in determining the outcomes. 

Our story begins like this. In 492 BCE, Darius, Emperor of 

Persia, sent messengers to all the Greek poli demanding that they 

acknowledge the power of the Persian Empire. He did this because 

he had been facing a revolt by the Greek colonies in Asia Minor 

which already had been conquered and made part of his empire. 

Athens and a few other Greek cities sent help to the colonies, which 

angered Darius. After he had stopped the revolts in Asia Minor, he 

demanded token gifts of “earth and water,” (to symbolize the 

obedience), from each of the Greek poli. According to Herodotus, 

the Athenians threw the Persian messengers in a pit, suggesting that 

they collect their own earth, and Spartans threw them into a well, 

suggesting that they collect their own water! 

The Battle of Marathon 

Darius was understandably displeased with all this and in 490 

BCE he attacked. He sent an army escorted by a fleet of six hundred 

ships to the plain of 

Marathon, just 26 miles 

outside of Athens. At the 

battle that ensued, the 

Athenian army defeated 

the mighty Persians and 

routed them back into the 

sea. How did this little 

city defeat one of the world’s largest empires? The story has it that 

Miltiades, the Athenian strategos (general), created a last minute, 

but brilliant and flawless, plan. He persuaded the Athenians to seize 

the initiative and march to Marathon before the Persian cavalry 

(troops on horses) could get there. The Athenians, realizing they had 

only the Palateans as allies (cooperating city-state), and that the 

Spartans would not make it in time, attacked the Persian troops at 

dawn rather than waiting for the Spartans to join them. Not only did 

they rush in and surprise the Persian cavalry, but Miltiades’s 



strategy of surrounding the Persians from the flanks (sides) and 

thinning his center ranks confused the Persians.  

Herodotus 

The word was given to move, and the Athenians advanced at a 

run towards the enemy, not less than a mile away. The Persians, 

seeing the attack developing at the double, prepared to meet it 

confidently enough, for it seemed to them suicidal madness for the 

Athenians to risk an assault with so small a force – at the double, 

too, and with no support from either cavalry or archers. 

Nevertheless, the Athenians came on; closed with the enemy all 

along the line, and fought in a way not to be forgotten… 

The struggle at Marathon was long drawn out. In the 

center…the advantage was with the foreigners, who were so far 

successful as to break the Greek line and pursue the fugitives inland 

from the sea; but the Athenians on one with and the Plataeans on the 

other were both victorious. Having to the upper hand, they left the 

defeated Persians to make their escape, and then, drawing the two 

wings together into a single unit, they turned their attention to the 

Persians who had broken through in the center. Here again they 

were triumphant, chasing the routed enemy, and cutting them down 

as they ran right to the edge of the sea. 
Source: From The Portable Greek Historians, edited by M. I. Finley, 1959 

 

In the battle of Marathon some 6400 Persians were killed but 

the losses of the Athenians were 192. (Plataeans were killed as well, 

but Herodotus was Athenian and only glorified the Athenian dead in 

his account of the battle.) 

Supposedly, a messenger called Pheidippides was sent to 

Athens to spread the word about this extraordinary victory and the 

messenger, having run the 26 miles with such urgency and 

excitement, dropped dead after telling his story. (From this incident, 

the founders of the modern Olympics created the famous marathon 

run of 26 miles.) In addition the dead of Marathon were buried in a 

great commemorative mound, which can be seen today. 

After this enormous victory, the Greeks had a ten-year respite 

(period of rest) from Persian attack. Themistocles now became the 

leading figure in Athenian democracy. He felt that the future of 

Athens lay in sea-power. When a rich vein of silver was found in the 

Southern part of Attica, he persuaded the Athenian Assembly toe 

expand the navy with this money, rather than divide the new wealth 

among themselves which was the usual custom. Fortunately for the 

Greeks, this was accomplished before Xerxes, the son of Persian 

Emperor Darius, made a fresh attempt to conquer them in 480 BCE.  


